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I. Introduction
Suppose a consumer purchases a defective prod-
uct and signs a retail installment contract which provides
that the seller can assign the contract to a creditor who
finances such purchases. If the seller does assign the
contract to a creditor, the consumer is forced to pay the
creditor even though the product is defective and the
purchaser could normally withhold payment from the
seller. To protect consumers in this situation, the Federal
Trade Commission ("FTC") promulgated a law known as
the FTC Holder Rule.' Generally, the trade regulation rule
preserves consumer's claims and defenses. A consumer
who purchases a defective product, for example, has a
defense if the creditor sues for payment.2 The regulation
also provides that in certain circumstances, a consumer
may be entitled to affirmative recovery from the creditor
for the seller's misconduct.3 For example, the consumer
may initiate an affirmative breach of warranty action
against the creditor even if the creditor elects not to sue
the consumer.4
Depending on which state a consumer lives in
however, the consumer may not be entitled to such
affirmative recovery. The Eighth Circuit, in LaBarre v.
Credit Acceptance Corporation, recently denied affirmative
recovery to a purchaser of a defective used car.5 The court
found that a Minnesota statute limited consumer's rights
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to asserting defenses against creditors or assignees. 6 This
decision essentially prohibits affirmative recovery under
the FTC Holder Rule in Minnesota and potentially, in any
state which has a consumer protection statute containing
similar limiting language. Under LaBarre, state consumer
protection statutes can deny consumers the right to bring
affirmative claims against a creditor when that creditor
has chosen not to sue the consumer. The decision thwarts
FTC intentions and promotes inconsistency in consumer
protection by allowing individual states to alter the FTC
Holder Rule with respect to affirmative recovery. Con-
sumers in states with limiting consumer protection stat-
utes may not enjoy the consumer protection that the FTC
sought to ensure by implementing the Holder Rule.
This Note will discuss the FTC Holder Rule and
the effects that the Eighth Circuit's decision likely will
have on consumers. Part II offers an overview of the
Holder in Due Course doctrine, an introduction to the
FTC Holder Rule, and the development of the trend
towards affirmative recovery under the Rule. Part III of
the Note will then discuss the Eighth Circuit's decision in
LaBarre v. Credit Acceptance Corporation, and Part IV will
analyze how the court's decision departs from the recent
trend towards affirmative recovery. Finally, Part V will
discuss the possible effects the LaBarre decision will have
on a consumer's ability to obtain affirmative recovery
under the Holder Rule.
II. The FTC Holder Rule Abrogates the Holder
in Due Course Doctrine and Offers Consumers
Additional Protection by Allowing Affirmative
Recovery
A. The Holder in Due Course Doctrine
Ordinarily when a consumer makes a purchase,
the seller's obligation to perform is conditional on the
buyer's obligation to pay the seller.7 Suppose, however,
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that a consumer purchases a defective diamond watch,
and pursuant to the retail installment contract the con-
sumer signed, the seller assigns the contract to a credit
corporation which provides financing for such purchases.
If the credit corporation, or the assignee, takes the con-
sumer credit instrument (here the assigned installment
contract) "for value, in good faith, and without notice of
any defenses against it or claim to it," the assignee is
considered a holder in due course.8 The assignee can
demand payment even though the diamond watch is
defective.9
Because the watch is defective, the buyer's obliga-
tion to pay the seller would usually be extinguished or
the buyer would have a defense to the seller's demand
for payment. The holder in due course doctrine (the HDC
doctrine) however, entitles subsequent holders of the
consumer credit instrument to full payment. The doctrine
insulates them from any defenses the buyer would have
had against the original holder of the note (i.e. the
seller).10 Hence, the buyer's obligation to pay is indepen-
dent of the seller's obligation to perform. The buyer is
forced to pay the assignee regardless of seller misconduct
such as breach of warranty, breach of contract or even
fraud on the seller's part."
B. The FTC Holder Rule
Under the HDC doctrine, consumer's rights were not
protected. The seller could easily separate its duty to
perform from the buyer's obligation to pay the assignee
of the consumer credit instrument. In 1975, the Federal
Trade Commission introduced the Preservation of Con-
sumers' Claims and Defenses, known as the FTC Holder
Rule, in an effort to abrogate the HDC doctrine in con-
sumer credit transactions.12 The Holder Rule requires
most consumer credit contracts to include the following
provision:
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Notice
Any holder of this consumer credit contract is
subject to all claims and defenses which the debtor
could assert against the seller of goods or services
obtained pursuant hereto or with the proceeds
hereof. Recovery hereunder by the debtor shall not
exceed amounts paid by the debtor hereunder. 13
The rationale behind implementing this trade
regulation rule was two-fold: (1) to protect consumers by
preventing credit terms which allow a seller to divorce
his obligation to perform from the consumer's obligation
to pay, and (2) to internalize the cost of seller misconduct
such as breach of warranty, breach of contract, or fraud
by forcing creditors to absorb the cost of this misconduct
and redirect it back to the seller. 4
The rule was designed to prevent credit terms
which ultimately forced a consumer to pay a creditor
even if the seller's actions would entitle the buyer to
withhold payment from the seller. 5 The FTC sought to
make available to consumers claims and defenses to
defeat the right of the creditor to be paid in cases where
sellers arrange financing for buyers and then fail uphold
their obligations. 6 Under the Holder Rule, consumers'
rights are significantly increased because essentially the
HDC doctrine is abrogated. Consumers are entitled to all
defenses they would have against the seller when a
creditor sues for payment. 7 Additionally, a consumer
may, in certain circumstances, be entitled to affirmative
recovery.18 A consumer may sue a creditor for the seller's
fraud. For example, by seeking the return of money, the
consumer seeks return of monies paid to the creditor
pursuant to the financing arrangement.
The other rationale behind implementing the FTC
Holder Rule was to internalize the costs of seller
misconduct. 9 According to the FTC's Statement of Basis
and Purpose for the Holder Rule, the costs of seller mis-
conduct are completely allocated to the buyer under a
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commercial system which allows sellers and creditors to
make a buyer's obligation to pay independent of the
seller's obligation to perform as promised.2 The FTC
found it an unfair practice for the costs resulting from
breaches of contract and warranties, misrepresentation,
or fraud to be allocated to the buyer.2 1 Hence the Holder
Rule was designed to reallocate the costs of seller miscon-
duct.22
The FTC found that creditors are in a better posi-
tion than consumers to redirect seller misconduct to its
rightful place; i.e., to the seller where the seller is the
guilty party.23 Under the rule, the buyer is not forced to
bear the costs of seller misconduct because the seller can
no longer effectively divorce its obligation to perform
from the buyer's obligation to pay.2' Because creditors are
forced to absorb the cost of seller misconduct or redirect
the cost back to those sellers, the costs become internal-
ized under the Holder Rule. 25
C. The Trend Towards Allowing Affirmative Recovery
under the Holder Rule
The FTC Holder Rule effectively allows consumers
to assert all claims and defenses against creditors that the
consumer would be entitled to assert against the seller
had the contract not been assigned.26 The issue is whether
a consumer can assert such claims and defenses against a
creditor only when the creditor has instituted an action
against the consumer. Several courts have addressed the
question of whether the FTC Holder Rule provides for
affirmative recovery from a creditor, or whether a con-
sumer is limited to asserting claims against a creditor
only in response to a claim initiated by the creditor.
Decisions by such courts have led to the development of
a trend towards allowing consumers to seek affirmative
recovery under the rule. The following will discuss the
development of this trend and will provide background
for the discussion of the LaBarre decision and its ultimate
effects on consumers.
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The district court's decision in Mayberry v. Said,
clearly illustrates the recent trend towards allowing
affirmative recovery under the FTC Holder Rule.27 In that
case, a purchaser of a truck with a rolled-over odometer
sued the seller and the bank which financed the sale.28
The purchaser brought claims under the Kansas Con-
sumer Protection Act, the Federal Odometer Statute, and
for fraud in the mileage representations.29 The bank
argued that the purchaser was precluded from asserting
affirmative claims against the bank because the FTC
Holder Rule only permits defensive use of claims and
defenses.30 The Mayberry court held that the FTC Holder
Rule authorizes consumers to assert affirmative claims
against creditors because both the plain language and the
history of the rule indicate that the FTC intended con-
sumers to be able to assert either defenses or initiate
affirmative claims.31 The court noted that the plain lan-
guage of the Holder Rule authorizes the use of affirma-
tive claims and nowhere does the rule indicate that a
consumer's claims and defenses are limited to being
asserted in a defensive manner.32
The Mayberry court found that the rule's history
supported the conclusion that affirmative claims by
consumers are permissible under certain circumstances.33
According to the court, the FTC specifically considered
and rejected the proposition that consumers' claims and
defenses be limited to defensive use.3 The court quoted
the FTC:
Many industry representatives suggest that the
rule be amended so that the consumer may assert
his rights only as a matter of defense .... The
practical and policy considerations which militate
against such a limitation on affirmative actions by
consumers are far more persuasive.3 1
Other courts examined the circumstances under
which such an affirmative claim may be asserted by the
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consumer. A few courts have found that in order to
assert an affirmative claim against a creditor or assignee
of the contract, a consumer must have either (1) received
little or nothing of value from the seller or (2) have the
right to rescind the contract.3 In contrast, two courts
held that a consumer need not show that he or she has
received little or nothing of value in order to affirma-
tively recover from a creditor. 7 Those courts held that
because the FTC Holder Rule's notice provision does not
advise creditors that a consumer must have received little
or nothing of value in order to assert affirmative claims
against the creditor, the consumer need not make such a
showing.38
Regardless of what type of limitations a court may
place on a consumer who desires to assert affirmative
claims against a creditor or assignee, most courts seem to
agree that a consumer is entitled to affirmative recovery
from a creditor. 9 Some courts expand the trend allowing
affirmative recovery under the FTC Holder Rule by
eliminating the requirement that a consumer make a
showing that he or she has received little or nothing of
value, while other courts still require such a showing.40
Another issue regarding affirmative recovery under the
Holder Rule can arise when a state statute conflicts with
the FTC rule. What happens when a state statute ex-
pressly limits a consumer's right to assert claims and
defenses against a creditor or assignee?
The district court in Eachen v. Scott Housing Sys-
tems, Inc., found that the FTC rule does not permit indi-
vidual states to rescind the regulation with respect to
consumers' rights to assert claims and defenses against
creditors.4' The Eachens brought an affirmative claim
against the seller and the creditor when they became
dissatisfied with the defective mobile home they had
purchased. 42 The credit corporation argued that the
Eachens could not assert an affirmative claim against it
because under Alabama law, the Eachens were only
entitled to assert their claim as a matter of defense or to
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offset a claim asserted by the creditor. 3 The Alabama
Consumer Finance Law states in relevant part:
... an assignee of the rights of the seller or lessor is
subject to all claims and defenses of the buyer or
lessee against the seller or lessee arising out of the
sale or lease... Rights of the buyer under this
section can only be asserted as a matter of defense
or to set-off against a claim by the assignee."
The Eachen court held that the Alabama law was
inapplicable because the consumers' claim was not pre-
mised on that law but was brought under the FTC
Holder Rule.45 The consumers' rights were not asserted
under the appropriate section of the Alabama law and
therefore, were not limited by it.46 The court noted that
the FTC rejected a proposed amendment to the regula-
tion that would limit consumers to asserting claims in a
defensive manner. According to the FTC, the rule specifi-
cally allows a consumer to obtain affirmative relief from
a creditor for monies paid.a7 The Eachen court explained
one of the FTC's policy reasons for refusing to limit
consumers' rights to asserting claims only in a defensive
manner. The FTC was concerned that if such a limitation
existed, a creditor may elect not to sue in hopes that the
threat of an unfavorable credit report may compel the
consumer to pay the creditor.48
The creditors then argued that the state law
should be "engrafted" onto the FTC Holder Rule because
the rule's guidelines state that applicable state law gov-
erns the manner and procedure by which a consumer
may assert claims and defenses.49 The Eachen court re-
jected this argument also, finding that the language in the
guideline refers to state laws such as statutes of limitation
or principles of equitable estoppel.50 The court noted that
if the state law was to be engrafted onto the FTC rule,
then any state would be permitted to rescind the portion
of the rule which provides for affirmative recovery for
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buyers.5 ' Because the FTC did not intend for individual
states to be able to rescind that portion of the Holder
Rule, and nowhere in the rule is there express or implied
authorization for such rescission, the court found that the
state law should not be engrafted onto the FTC rule.52
Therefore, the buyers were permitted to assert affirma-
tive claims against the creditor even though the Alabama
law limits buyers to asserting claims only as a matter of
defense or to offset a claim by the creditor.53 Although the
FTC intended for consumers to be able to assert affirma-
tive claims against creditors under the Holder Rule,
difficulties arise with respect to this intention when a
state consumer protection law allows consumers to assert
their rights only when a creditor has already initiated a
claim against the consumer. Part III will show that not all
courts agree what to do when a state law limits the FTC
Holder Rule's provisions regarding affirmative claims.
III. The LaBarre v. Credit Acceptance Corpora-
tion Decision Departs from the Recent Trend
Towards Allowing Affirmative Recovery
In LaBarre v. Credit Acceptance Corporation, a pur-
chaser of a used vehicle attempted to bring affirmative
claims against a credit corporation which provided
financing for the purchase.5 LaBarre signed a retail in-
stallment contract which provided that the dealer was
assigning the contract to a credit corporation. When
LaBarre became dissatisfied with the purchase, she
sought relief from the creditor pursuant to the FTC
Holder Rule. The creditor however, had not sued LaBarre
for payment.m LaBarre initiated the suit and attempted to
assert claims against the creditor for the car dealer's
breach of contract, violation of the Minnesota Motor
Vehicle Retail Installment Sales Act, and breach of fidu-
ciary duty.57 LaBarre's installment contract contained the
FTC Holder Rule, providing in relevant part:
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Any holder of this consumer credit contract is
subject to all claims and defenses which the debtor
could assert against the seller of goods or services
obtained pursuant hereto or with the proceeds
hereof.58
LaBarre asserted her claims against the creditor based on
this language from the FTC Holder Rule.59 The LaBarre
court had to determine whether LaBarre could assert
affirmative claims against the creditor when the creditor
had not instituted an action against LaBarre.
The LaBarre court held that because Minnesota's
consumer protection statute limited consumers to assert-
ing their rights only as a matter of defense, LaBarre was
not permitted to bring affirmative claims against the
creditor when the creditor had not sued her.6° The Minne-
sota statute subjects creditors or assignees to claims and
defenses the consumer has against the seller.61 It provides
in relevant part, "the rights of the consumer under this
subdivision can only be asserted as a matter of defense to
or set off against a claim by the assignee. "62 The LaBarre
court found the Minnesota limitation applicable because
the Holder Rule guidelines state that appropriate stat-
utes, rules, and decisions of each jurisdiction are to
apply6s Because the Minnesota statute limits consumers
to asserting their rights as a matter of defense, the court
prevented LaBarre from asserting affirmative claims
against the creditor.64
IV. The LaBarre Holding Directly Contravenes
FTC Intentions With Respect to the Holder
Rule.
The LaBarre court fails to follow the established
trend of allowing affirmative recovery under the FTC
Holder Rule by denying a purchaser of a used vehicle the
right to bring affirmative claims against her creditor.
Several courts interpreting the Holder Rule have clearly
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established that consumers have the right to bring affir-
mative claims under the rule despite the fact that the
creditor has not initiated an action against the
consumer.61 Furthermore, these courts have specifically
noted that the FTC intended consumers to be able to
assert their rights in an affirmative manner.6 These courts
supported such a conclusion by examining both the
history of the rule and its plain language.
The LaBarre holding also directly contravenes FTC
intentions with respect to the Holder Rule. According to
the FTC's Statement of Basis and Purpose for the rule, the
consumer can "maintain an affirmative action against a
creditor who has received payments for a return of mon-
ies paid on account." Moreover, the FTC specifically
rejected amendments to the rule that would limit con-
sumers to asserting their rights only as a defense to
claims by the creditor.69 The FTC noted that certain policy
considerations militate against the adoption of such a
limitation.70 One such policy consideration addressed by
the FTC was the possibility that a creditor may choose
not to sue a consumer in hopes that the fear of an unfa-
vorable credit report may prompt the consumer to pay.71
The LaBarre court seems to completely disregard the
FTC's express intentions.
The court's understanding of the FTC guidelines is
misguided. While the FTC suggested that the laws in
each jurisdiction were to control, the FTC intended laws
such as local statutes of limitations and rules of equitable
estoppel to apply 72 The guidelines suggest that the
Holder Rule is not intended to create any new rights or
defenses but that the rule incorporates those claims
which, under applicable law, are legally sufficient claims
and defenses. 73 The guidelines also state that "applicable
statutes, decisions, and rules in each jurisdiction will
control. . ."74 The LaBarre court relied on this quote in
holding that the Minnesota consumer protection statute
and its relevant limitations apply regardless of whether
the consumer asserts her claims under the FTC Holder
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to hold improperly that the Minnesota consumer protec-
tion statute controlled.
The decision in Eachen v. Scott Housing Systems, Inc.
illustrates the importance of this distinction. In Eachen, the
consumers were permitted to assert affirmative claims
against their creditor despite the fact that the consumer
protection statute in the consumers' state limited consumers
to asserting their rights in a defensive manner75 The Eachen
court found that because the consumers were not bringing
their claims pursuant to the state statute, the limitations
contained in that statute were inapplicable. 76 Similarly, the
LaBarre court should have found that the limitation in the
Minnesota statute was inapplicable because LaBarre was
asserting her rights under the FTC Holder Rule and not
under the subdivision of the Minnesota statute which limits
consumers' rights.
V. The LaBarre Decision Undermines the FTC's
Attempt to Minimize Seller Misconduct and to
Reallocate the Cost of Seller Misconduct Back
to the Seller.
The LaBarre decision essentially renders affirma-
tive recovery against a creditor under the FTC Holder
Rule an impossibility in Minnesota and potentially, in
any state which has a consumer protection statute con-
taining similar limiting language. The FTC clearly in-
tended consumers to be able to assert both defensive and
affirmative claims against creditors or assignees, even if a
creditor elects not to sue the consumer.77 The reason the
FTC sought to protect consumers' rights in such a man-
ner was to minimize seller misconduct and redirect the
costs of such misconduct back to the seller.78 Under the
HDC Doctrine, sellers could effectively separate their
obligation to perform as promised from the buyer's
obligation to pay the creditor or assignee.79 The FTC
implemented the Holder Rule to prevent this type of
practice.80
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The LaBarre decision denies Minnesota consumers
the right to assert affirmative claims against a creditor when
the creditor has not initiated an action against the consumer.
Hence, if a creditor chooses not to sue for payment, the
buyer is without any remedy for the seller's failure to
perform. For example, suppose a consumer had paid $1000
to a creditor for the defective diamond watch discussed
earlier in the Note, and the creditor chooses not to sue for
the rest of the money owed on the watch. Under LaBarre, the
consumer is left with a watch that fails to work and no way
to recover the money she has already paid for it.
The LaBarre holding affects consumers because it
promotes inconsistency with respect to consumer protec-
tion. The decision allows individual states, at least those
within the Eighth Circuit, to alter the FTC Holder Rule with
respect to affirmative recovery under the rule. Therefore, a
consumer in one state may be entitled to assert affirmative
claims against a creditor while a consumer in another state,
Minnesota for example, is limited to asserting his or her
rights as a matter of defense.
VI. Conclusion
Unfortunately, the LaBarre court failed to recognize
the impact its decision will have on consumers in states
which have limiting consumer protection statutes. Con-
sumers in these states may no longer enjoy the protection
from seller misconduct that the FTC Holder Rule once
afforded them. In any jurisdiction that upholds LaBarre, if
the creditor chooses not to sue the consumer, the con-
sumer is without remedy for claims such as breach of
warranty, breach of contract, or fraud on the seller's part.
Ultimately, the LaBarre decision thwarts FTC
intentions and purports to allow individual states to
control the issue of affirmative recovery from creditors.
The FTC promulgated the Holder Rule because state
consumer protection statutes did not effectively protect
consumers from problems associated with the HDC
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doctrine (i.e., the seller divorcing his obligation to per-
form from the buyer's obligation to pay).81 The LaBarre
decision essentially holds that each state has the power to
control the issue of affirmative recovery. The consumer
will ultimately suffer when a state prohibits affirmative
recovery because contrary to FTC intentions, the con-
sumer will again bear the costs of seller misconduct.
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